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Introduction

The nature of investing is changing as the investment process more heavily adopts technology
and quantitative methods. The approach used by quantitatively driven investors generally fits
into one of five strategies: Quantamental, Risk Premia, CTA, Systematic Macro, and Quant
Equity Market Neutral.
To varying degrees, these strategies rely on technology and a quantitative approach to the
investment process. Each strategy is broad and defined by the core quantitative methods,
investment framework, and asset classes that encompass it. Within each strategy there are
numerous different sub-strategies.
In the following series of articles, we describe the strategies used in quantitatively driven
investing. In addition, we highlight how they differ from and improve upon the more
traditional strategies from which they have evolved.

QUANTAMENTAL
Quantamental is an investment strategy that intermingles together fundamental analysis and quantitative analysis. It relies
predominately on the fundamental aspect but uses quantitative tools as an input to the decision-making process.
Typically, the quantitative contribution to the investment process is based on data collection. Investment managers can deploy
algorithms to sift through large quantities of data or to gather obscure raw data so as to uncover novel insights into the investment
potential of a company. The investment decision making process still focuses on the bottom-up approach to stock selection, but
the investment manager uses insights from the data to make better informed investment decisions. That is, the investment
manager finds data that can supplement the existing readily available information to determine whether a company’s stock is
mispriced.
The type and source of data that can be harvested are nearly limitless. As such, an investment manager can distinguish its
investment decision making through the use of novel data that provides nuggets of knowledge that are potentially unknown to
the rest of the investment community.
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Recently, quantamental investing strategies have become popular at the macro level. Instead of seeking out new information on
specific firms, quantamental macro looks to glean information through technology on more macro level conditions.
Even though quantamental investing can be highly technical and computationally intensive, investment managers who follow this
strategy need not exhibit many of the standard characteristics associated with a quantitative hedge fund. Many quantamental
investment managers do not maintain a long/short market neutral portfolio. Many rely on fundamental analysis instead of
technical signals, and most have a human, not a machine, make final investment decisions.
Some analysts who cover hedge funds and categorize their strategies have included the use of “screens” as quantamental, (e.g.
lists of stocks with high market to book ratios and low momentum exposure). We view such screens as standard practice now and
do not believe they constitute a quantamental approach to investing.
Below are three examples of the type of data used in a quantamental strategy and its role in the investment process.
1.

Have an algorithm go to Home Depot’s website multiple times a day. For each store, search each SKU number and
download the number of inventory in stock. Aggregate the data across all stores and look at changes over time. Use the
information to get an estimate of how much revenue Home Depot has generated in the quarter before it reports its
quarterly earnings. In addition, the algorithm could identify trends in products over time and use this information to
screen new companies in which to potentially invest.

2.

Buy satellite pictures of the parking lots surrounding all Walmart stores. Execute an algorithm that determines how
many cars are in the parking lot at different times, and use the estimated traffic to help predict Walmart’s upcoming
earnings report.

3.

Run a script that sorts through all tweets and identifies the ones that mention a new movie. Have a natural language
processing algorithm read the tweets and determine whether their views of the movie are negative or positive. Use the
movie’s sentiment score to forecast the movie producer’s likely sales and whether the producer will exceed or miss its
earnings forecast.

4.

(Quantamental macro) Have an algorithm monitor data on the international movement of container ships. Use the
movements to help predict import and export flows between countries. Based on the relative import and export data
place relative currency investments.

While most investors would value having this sort of information, investment managers that emphasize quantamental investing
will put in the time and resources to generate the data.

RISK PREMIA
Standard financial theory dictates that expected returns should be based on exposure to systematic risk. This risk-reward
relationship is the foundation of asset pricing. It is neatly summarized in the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), which derives the
relationship in a simple linear framework:

E(Ri) = RF + βi[E(RM − RF)]
The expected return, E[Ri], for asset or portfolio i is composed of the risk-free rate of return, RF, that all investors should receive
for delaying consumption, as well as the return from being exposed to uncertainty, i.e. risk. The risk premium in the CAPM is fully
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captured by asset i's exposure to the market, which is captured in βi. Beta measures asset i's market exposure, how much asset i
moves when the overall market goes up by 1%. E[RM- RF] is the premium earned per unit of market exposure.
The CAPM describes the traditional risk premia approach. Based on the above, to boost returns an investment manager need
simply to take on more systematic risk. However, such traditional risk premia neither improves risk adjusted returns nor provides
returns that are uncorrelated with other assets. The innovation from the industry and academic communities over the last 40 years
has shown that overall market exposure is not the only factor that generates a risk premium. Exposure to additional alternative
factors can also generate positive expected returns. The return generated from explicit exposure to these alternative factors is
what is referred to as alternative risk premia.
What are these alternative factors? There are hundreds that have been documented. It is beyond the scope of this article to detail
each one. They range from factors that have become almost as standard as the market (including size, value, liquidity, and
momentum), to more recent and less-prominent ones (such as carry, quality, idiosyncratic volatility, and event).
While it is easy for individual investors to gain exposure to the market factor, it is more challenging to isolate a size or value factor.
In recent years, the solution has been packaged as the concept known as smart beta. Smart beta is a way for investors to easily
access relatively standard alternative risk factors and capture their risk premium. Smart beta ETFs are a low-cost way to gain
exposure to standard alternative risk factors.
Hedge funds can still add value in the alternative risk premia space in three ways. First, they have the expertise and resources to
form well-diversified long/short portfolios that can isolate and capture specific risk premia. For instance, a hedge fund could obtain
a beta exposure on quality, while ensuring a beta on size, momentum, and the market of zero. In this way, hedge funds can
precisely capture the desired exposure to risks. Second, they can access less traditional markets for these exposures, such as fixed
income, currencies, and derivatives. Third, they can engage in factor exposure timing. The different factors have varying levels of
returns over time. If an investment manager can predict when exposure will be profitable versus when exposure will result in a
drawdown, the manager can turn exposure on and off and generate high risk-adjusted returns. Similarly, if the investment manager
can tactically over/under-weight various implementations of specific premia based upon their relative attractiveness, the manager
may also be able to generate high risk-adjusted returns.

CTA
Commodity Trading Advisors, CTAs, are not unique to the quantitative investing world. Nor are they exactly an investment strategy.
Formally, a CTA is a regulatory classification that describes an investment manager who invests in a specific set of assets. CTAs
typically trade exchange listed futures and they generally are not active in over the counter products, so they have liquid portfolios
that are not subject to counterparty risk. However, the CTA term is often used more broadly to capture strategies investment
managers use in certain asset classes. The broader use of the term encompasses many types of strategies ranging from
discretionary to systematic, and many types of assets, not just commodities, but also currencies, stocks, and bonds. When we refer
to the CTA as an investment strategy, we are referring to the subset of commodity trading advisors that utilize quantitative tools.
Much of CTA investing is trend following. Simply put, the investment manager buys when markets are going up and short sells
when markets are going down. This can be discretionary or systematic. Discretionary trend following means that a manager uses
patterns as an input but uses judgement as the final decision on whether the particular pattern generates a profitable trading
opportunity. It can be based on price patterns or fundamentals, but generally it relies heavily on the human touch, which means
that human emotions can cloud trading decisions.
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Systematic trend following also is based on pattern recognition, however once a signal is found to be profitable in the data, the
trading activity based on the pattern is carried out in a systematic way such that no human intervention is necessary.
While trend following is the most common broad classification, some CTAs are involved in contrarian strategies, non-trend based
pattern recognition, and spread trading (e.g. calendar spread, crack spread, or crush spread). CTAs can cover hundreds of markets
and can have varying time horizons from mere seconds to weeks or months.
How profitable patterns are detected varies. Until recently, detection was based on humans testing different ideas in the data on
different markets with varying horizons. More recently, however, with advances in machine learning, a human need only feed the
computer the requisite data and the computer will sift through the data trying to uncover patterns that signal consistently
profitable investment opportunities.
Historically, the CTA strategy has done well in bad times. CTA investing is considered to be a type of insurance policy. It tends to
underperform in bull markets (1997 - 1999, 2003 - 2007 and 2009 - 2010) and overperform in bear markets (2000 - 2002 and 2008).
While the CTA investing strategy’s risk adjusted returns are on average not particularly high, it tends to do well when most other
investments are underperforming.

SYSTEMATIC MACRO
Systematic macro is a strategy that aims to capitalize on mispricings around the world. It is a broad investment strategy that
evaluates potential investment opportunities around the world and across asset classes. It includes investments made based on
long-term broad global trends, or it can zoom in and focus on opportunities created from short-term cross-asset mispricings. The
asset classes include equity indices, government and corporate bonds, currencies, commodities, and derivatives. The strategy
tends to focus on highly liquid assets.
Systematic macro automates a trading strategy based on a set of investment rules. Its counterpart, discretionary macro, differs in
that while it may use quantitative tools to help an investment manager decide whether to participate in an investment, the final
decision is made by a human.
The types of rules systematic macro implements vary greatly. They can be trend-following based, whereby a systematic macro
investor will buy assets that are rising and short sell assets that are following, with the assumption that prices are slow to
incorporate new information and therefore will continue to move in the same direction. They can be contrarian, whereby the
investment manager short sells assets that have recently risen and buys long assets that have recently fallen in price, with the
assumption that prices have “overshot” their true value and will soon revert.
The rules can also be based on broad macro trends. For example, a systematic macro investor may have a system that models
how commodity price changes can trigger currency price changes in countries that produce commodities. The investor’s rule will
then track commodity price changes but invest in different currencies based on the model’s predicted relationship. Rules can also
be based on a relative value system. If there are two assets that typically co-move together, in cases where asset A rises but asset
B fails to move, the investor would short sell asset A and buy long asset B expecting the two assets to converge back to their
historical relationship.
While the investment strategies vary widely, there are three characteristics that systematic macro strategies share: (1) they are
not restricted to one type of asset class; (2) they are not restricted to one country; and, (3) they are driven by mechanical rules
developed based on statistical relationship and theoretical models of how economics and asset classes are interlinked.
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The advantages of systematic macro versus discretionary macro arise from a variety of dimensions. First, by automating the trading
process, human emotion is removed from interfering with the decision-making process. Second, by automating the trading
process, the strategy’s performance should be replicable over time. Third, systematic macro can consider more complex
relationships that a human would not be able to evaluate. Finally, the use of automation means a systematic macro strategy is
scalable and can be implemented in several markets and across several asset classes simultaneously, potentially resulting in a more
diversified portfolio and capturing more mispricings.

QUANT EQUITY MARKET NEUTRAL
Quantitative Equity Market Neutral (QEMN) is perhaps the most common quantitative strategy. Its name sums up several of its
key qualities. It is quantitative. It is based in the equities market. It is market neutral. But this misses much of what the strategy
actually entails.
First, quantitative here is meant very broadly. It implies that the strategy is automated and is based on an algorithm. It also implies
that statistical tools are used to detect relationships that predict future price movements. Second, the equities market is where
the tools are most commonly used, but most of the techniques developed in this space can be employed on other asset classes as
well. Third, market neutral means the strategy uses long and short positions, saying that it is market neutral is too specific though.
While its exposure may have a beta with the market of zero, it need not. The long and short exposures means that some of the
market beta will cancel out, but obtaining a market beta of zero is not the primary goal. Instead, the goal is to capture both overand under- mispricings.
QEMN covers many potential signals and strategies. QEMN strategies can be either fundamental or technical based. For instance,
fundamental QEMN includes event-based investments. Following earnings announcements, firms that beat earnings tend to
continue to outperform and firms that miss their earnings tend to continue to underperform. This phenomenon is called the post
earnings announcement drift (PEAD). QEMN also includes more traditional fundamental analysis. Investment managers have
developed automated models to value stocks based on their accounting information (in a similar way that traditional fundamental
investors might), and will buy those firms that are estimated to be undervalued and sell short those firms that are estimated to be
overvalued. The turnover of systematic fundamental strategies can be days, months, or even years.
QEMN technical based strategies focus on signals that are not related to the fundamental valuation of the company. For instance,
momentum would be a QEMN strategy. An investment manager may buy stocks that have recently increased in value and sell
short stocks that have recently declined in value. Momentum trading can occur at day or month frequencies, but also at hour or
even second frequencies. Technical trading is broader than simply following prices though. It can also include relative value pairs
trading, where an investor will track two stocks that move together closely and wait for breaks in the co-movement. The investor
will buy one stock and short sell the other, hoping for the co-movement to reemerge. Or, for instance, an investor may follow limit
order book imbalances and buy stocks that have a great deal of depth at the bid price but very little depth at the offer price, a sign
that the price is about to rise.
There are an array of available tools and strategies within the fundamental and technical QEMN investment framework. A detailed
categorization and explanation of these are beyond the scope of this article. Nonetheless, the tools used are wide-ranging, and
include such technologies as machine learning techniques and low-latency computing abilities. These tools help facilitate the
different approaches implemented in the QEMN investment framework (e.g. a high-frequency trading approach, event-driven
approach, etc.).
Depending on the specific strategy, it is not uncommon for investment managers using QEMN to enter dozens or hundreds of
positions (and sometimes even thousands), thus providing a diversified portfolio. Because the risk factors in equities are well
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documented and there are specific assets that can capture these factors, managers can choose to hedge out specific factor
exposures or can choose to increase exposure to a specific factor. While the assets are equities, QEMN provides different
exposures than a long-only equity investment, and so it can be thought of as a separate asset class.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES:
This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in
any fund (each, a “Fund”) managed by Silver Creek Advisory Partners LLC and/or any affiliated management company thereof,
including without limitation Silver Creek Capital Management LLC (collectively, “Silver Creek”). Offers are made only pursuant to
the Confidential Offering Memorandum and the Subscription Documents of the Fund, which should be read in their entirety. Funds
are intended only for sophisticated investors who are able to assume the risks inherent in investment vehicles of this type and who
meet the Funds’ eligibility requirements. No assurance can be given that any of the Funds will achieve their investment objective
or any particular level of returns. An investor may lose money by investing in any of the Funds. Past results of Funds are not
necessarily indicative of future performance, and performance may be volatile.
Silver Creek does not necessarily have access to information from third-party managers to ensure the accuracy of the information
presented, and any information received from third-party managers may be inaccurate or incomplete. Certain information
presented is of a high-level, summary, condensed and aggregated nature, and is inherently limited, incomplete, and required the
application of simplifications, generalizations and assumptions to produce. Silver Creek expressly disclaims any representation or
warranty as to the accuracy, completeness, availability or timeliness of the information presented. The information provided does
not necessarily reflect the most up to date or current information available.
By accepting receipt of this document, you hereby agree and acknowledge that the information contained herein (the
“Confidential Information”) is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or distributed in any manner. You agree to not
disclose any Confidential Information to third parties, except as provided below. You may only disclose Confidential Information
upon a good faith determination that such disclosure is required by judicial or other governmental order or as otherwise
required by law, provided that you have given reasonable notice to and shall consult with counsel of Silver Creek prior to such
disclosure and you shall comply with any applicable protective order or equivalent. You may disclose Confidential Information
to your employees or legal and financial advisors on a need-to-know basis.
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